Potential Geographical Distribution and Ecological Suitability of Lemon in Sichuan Based on MaxEnt
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Abstract

In this study, the distribution information of lemon planting and the surface observation data during 1971–2017 from meteorological stations in Sichuan Province are adopted to reasonably plan the layout of lemon planting in Sichuan Province. Considering the elements of climate, soil and terrain affecting the planting distribution of lemon, 16 ecological factors are selected for the analysis and regionalization of the ecological suitability of lemon planting in Sichuan Province. Specifically, the maximum entropy model is used to establish the model for the relationship between the planting distribution of lemon and one of its potential influencing factors related to the climate. On this basis, dominant climatic factors affecting the planting distribution of lemon are investigated, and the distribution for corresponding suitability grades of these climatic factors are also revealed. The receiver operating characteristic curve is used to verify the simulation accuracy. The Jackknife method and correlation analysis are used to screen dominant climatic factors and analyze their relationship with the existence probability. Based on the ArcGIS platform, the spatial distributions for the regionalization indexes of soil and terrain are analyzed for the soil and terrain suitability regionalization of lemon planting in Sichuan Province. Furthermore, by using the ecological suitability analysis method and considering the weights of various indexes, the ecological suitability regionalization of lemon planting in Sichuan Province is obtained. The results show that the highly suitable regions for lemon planting with an area of 29,000 km² are mainly concentrated in Guang’an City, Nanchong City, Suining City, Ziyang City, Neijiang City and Zigong City, and some regions scattered in the Sichuan Basin as well. In addition, there are also some
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highly suitable planting spots for lemon in Panzhihua City. The moderately suitable region covers an area of 39,000 km², and most of which are distributed in the mountainous areas in eastern part of the basin, such as the Guang’an City, Dazhou City, Suining City and Zigong City. The slightly suitable region with an area of 67,000 km² is mainly concentrated in the central Sichuan Province, surrounding the highly and moderately suitable regions. The unsuitable region covers an area of 53,000 km², which is mainly concentrated in plateau and mountainous regions of the western and northern Sichuan Province.
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Introduction

Lemon is a tropical plant which belongs to the small evergreen tree in the genus Citrus of the family Rutaceae. Regions with warm winters and cool summers where the temperature changes smoothly are suitable for the planting of lemon. Lemon is rich in vitamin C, sugar, calcium, vitamin B1, vitamin B2, citric acid, malic acid, high potassium and low sodium elements, which is very beneficial to the human body. The first country in the world to grow lemons is India. While currently the producing areas are mainly located in the United States and France. The yield of lemons planted in Anyue County, Ziyang City of Sichuan Province accounts for more than four-fifths of the total in China. Anyue lemon is not only popular in China, but also has been increasingly recognized in foreign countries. In recent years, the export volume of lemon has kept increasing year by year. Analyzing and evaluating the ecological suitability of lemon in the target area can not only avoid the problems of single variety and poor resistance to diseases and pests, but also help to optimize the industrial structure of lemon and improve the level of planting management [1-3].

In previous studies, the suitability regionalization of crop planting usually focuses on the single relationship between crops and climatic factors [4], but ignoring the impacts of other ecological factors such as soil and terrain in the study area [5]. Besides, there are few studies on ecological suitability evaluation considering multi-factors [6]. With the continuous improvement in the preciseness and accuracy of climatic, soil and terrain data, the application of the ArcGIS in crop planting regionalization has become one of the main methods for regionalization analysis [7, 8]. For example, the influences of climatic and soil factors have been comprehensively analyzed in the regionalization for ecological suitability of Chinese medicinal materials [1, 9]. By analyzing the distribution of target species in target areas with specific data, the species distribution model explores the influence of external factors on the distribution of species, which provides a method for regionalization analysis [10-13]. At present, the maximum entropy (MaxEnt) model has been widely used in crop planting regionalization, which is based on the maximum entropy principle [14]. Based on the distribution information of crop planting and environmental factors, MaxEnt calculates the distribution probability of crops when the entropy reaches its maximum. Thus, the suitability of crop planting in the study area can be obtained. A large number of studies have proved that the MaxEnt is more applicable to suitability analysis for crop planting [15-18], which is of practical significance.

At present, in-depth researches on lemon planting and variety breeding have been conducted in China and abroad [19, 20], but few on the regionalization distribution of comprehensive ecological suitability. In this case, based on the ArcGIS software, the MaxEnt model is used to analyze the ecological suitability of lemon planting. By comprehensively considering multi-factors (meteorological factors, terrain factors and soil factors) affecting the lemon planting, the regionalization for lemon ecological suitability is carried out, aiming to provide theoretical references for the reasonable planning of lemon planting distribution in Sichuan Province.

Materials and Methods

Study Area

Sichuan Province is located in the southwest hinterland of the upper reaches of the Yangtze River in China, with coordinates of 97°21’~108°33’E and 26°03’~34°19’N, covering an area of 48.6×104 km². Sichuan is a typical monsoon climate with simultaneous rain and heat. Affected by geographical latitude and landform, the climate difference between the east and the west is significant [21]. Sichuan is the main lemon producing area in China and one of the five largest lemon producing areas in the world. The planting area of lemon in Sichuan exceeds 10×10⁴ km², accounting for 80 % of the national planting area. In view of the importance of lemon in Sichuan’s agricultural industry, we selected this area as the research object.

Distribution Data of Lemon and Its Processing Method

The MaxEnt model requires species distribution data and environmental data for simulation, where
the species distribution data refers to the position information (longitude and latitude) of the presence localities. In this study, the lemon distribution data are obtained from the following three aspects. The first is field investigation, and most of the sampling points in Sichuan are obtained from field investigation with the position information (latitude and longitude) recorded by the global positioning system. The second is querying the species distribution database. The databases to be queried in this study include the Centre for Agriculture and Bioscience International (CABI, http://www.cabi.org/) database, the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF, http://www.gbif.org/) and the Specimen Resources Sharing Platform for Education (http://mnh.scu.edu.cn/). The third is retrieving lemon-related journal articles published at home and abroad. Through the above methods, 186 distribution data were obtained. The spatial analysis function of ArcGIS is used to calculate the distance between the distribution points and the center of the censored grid. Since the spatial resolution for environmental variables is about 1 km, the buffer radius is set to 0.5 km to ensure that each censored grid contained only one distribution point closest to the center to reduce the effect of spatial autocorrelation [22, 23]. Finally, 132 distribution points are obtained, with the longitude and latitude determined by the Google earth (Fig. 1). By referring to the operation manual for the MaxEnt software, the latitude and longitude coordinates are entered into a Microsoft Excel, and saved in the format of ‘.csv’. Fields in the file include the species name, latitude and longitude [17, 24].

Data Sources and Processing for Environmental Variables

The meteorological data are obtained from the Sichuan Meteorological Observation Data Center. The ground-based observations of meteorological elements from weather stations in Sichuan Province and its surroundings during 1971-2017, including daily mean temperature, maximum temperature, minimum temperature, precipitation, sunshine duration, etc., are selected for the statistics and calculation of climatic indexes.

The soil data is obtained from the Soil Sub-center of the National Earth System Science Data Center in the National Science and Technology Resource Sharing Service Platform. By rasterizing the classified soil types, regions with different soil types and different soil pH values are screened out.

The terrain data is derived from the 1:250000 digital elevation model (DEM), which is provided by the National Geomatics Center of China, and the ArcGIS software is used to extract the information of slope and slope aspect.

---

Fig. 1. Species occurrence records of lemon.
Establishment of Suitability Regionalization Indexes

Climatic Suitability Indexes

Through literature research and expert consultation, combined with comprehensive consideration of the climatic characteristics in Sichuan Province and the demand of lemon for meteorological conditions, a total of 12 indexes are selected as potential climatic factors affecting lemon planting distribution in Sichuan Province for climatic suitability regionalization analysis. The selected indicators can be divided into five categories, including: I) Heat resources. Annual mean temperature (Tmean-A) [2, 3, 25, 26], ≥10°C annual accumulated temperature (Tacc10) [2, 25-27] and mean temperature in January (Tmean1) [2, 26] II) Safe over-wintering. Mean minimum temperature in January (Tmin1) [2, 25] III) Soil moisture conditions. Annual precipitation (Prec-A) [2, 25, 27] and rainy days during the fruit-expanding period (from middle June to late September) (Rain-FE) [26, 27] IV) Light resources. Annual sunshine duration (Sdur) [2, 25] and sunshine duration during the mature period (from middle October to late November) (Sdur-M) [27] V) Others. Mean temperature in July (Tmean7) [19], mean temperature during the leaf-expansion period (from middle March to late March) (Tmean-LE) [25, 26], daily mean temperature during the critical flowering period (from middle April to early June) (Tmean-CF) [26, 27] and daily temperature range during the fruit-expanding period (from middle June to late September) (Tran-FE) [26, 27].

Research has shown that the selection of highly autocorrelated variables for modeling will have an impact on the simulation results [28]. Therefore, referring to the previous research [28-31], we choose Spearman correlation coefficient method to calculate the correlation between 12 climate variables in order to eliminate the influence of collinearity on the model modeling process and result interpretation. The attribute values of environmental variables corresponding to 132 distribution points are extracted by ArcGIS, and the correlation between variables is calculated by SPSS. When the absolute value of correlation coefficient between variables is greater than 0.85, they are considered to have strong correlation. Table 1 shows that the correlation coefficients between 12 climate variables do not exceed 0.85. Therefore, they are selected as the dominant variables affecting lemon distribution in this study. On this basis, the MaxEnt is reconstructed, and the accuracy of simulation results is evaluated to obtain the best prediction model.

Soil Suitability Indexes

In view of the fact that lemon favors acidic soil and sandy loam, so loam and clay areas are defined as suitable regions for lemon planting, sandy loam and clay loam areas are defined as sub-suitable regions, while the sandy soil area is defined as unsuitable regions. Besides, the region with soil pH≤5.5 is defined as the suitable region, those with the soil pH between 5.5 and 6.5 are defined as the sub-suitable regions, while those with the soil pH>6.5 are defined as the unsuitable regions.

Terrain Suitability Indexes

A gentle slope (0-30°) towards the south or east is suitable for the planting of lemon. The reason for this is that when the slope is greater than 30°, the soil erosion and even landslide are more likely to occur. In addition, the sunshine duration on the slope with south or east slope aspects will be longer, thus promoting the growth of lemon and avoiding problems of wilting and quality decline caused by the direct sunlight in summer.

As the lemon prefers southward and eastward gentle slopes, the regions with slope aspects of 0-25°, 25-30° and greater than 30° are defined as the suitable regions, the sub-suitable regions and the unsuitable regions for lemon planting, respectively. The regions with slope aspects of 67.5°-112.5° and 157.5°-202.5° are defined as suitable regions, regions with the slope aspects of 112.5°-157.5° are defined as sub-suitable regions, and regions with the aspect of ≤67.5° or ≥202.5° are defined as unsuitable regions.

Suitability Analysis Method

Climatic Suitability Analysis

With the grid data of geographic information and potential climatic factors affecting the distribution of lemon planting in Sichuan Province as the input data, the MaxEnt model outputs an estimate between 0 and 1 of probability of presence. On this basis, the climatic suitability of lemon planting in Sichuan Province is divided based on the probability distribution. The specific steps are as follows. Firstly, the ArcGIS software is used to convert the average value of selected potential climatic factors into grid data [24, 32], and export the distribution information of lemon planting sites in Sichuan Province in the CSV format, which is imported to the MaxEnt software. Secondly, considering the influence of potential climate factors on lemon planting, the potential climate model for lemon planting is constructed, and the simulation accuracy is further evaluated [14, 33, 34]. Thirdly, the Jackknife method is adopted to estimate the importance of each potential climatic factor, among which the dominant factors affecting the distribution of lemon planting are determined. The climate model for the distribution of lemon planting in Sichuan Province is reconstructed, and the accuracy of simulation results is evaluated as well. Fourthly, based on the extracted dominant climatic factors in the previous step and by referring to the classification criteria about the possibility assessment in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report.
Table 1. Pairwise Spearman’s correlation coefficients of climatic variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tmin1</th>
<th>Tmean1</th>
<th>Tmean7</th>
<th>Tacc10</th>
<th>Tmean-LE</th>
<th>Tmean-A</th>
<th>Sdur</th>
<th>Prec-A</th>
<th>Tmean-CF</th>
<th>Tran-FE</th>
<th>Rain-FE</th>
<th>Sdur-M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tmin1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tmean1</td>
<td>0.806</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tmean7</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tacc10</td>
<td>0.812</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tmean-LE</td>
<td>0.682</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>-0.051</td>
<td>0.830</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tmean-A</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>0.553</td>
<td>0.531</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sdur</td>
<td>-0.495</td>
<td>-0.503</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>-0.531</td>
<td>-0.363</td>
<td>-0.050</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prec-A</td>
<td>-0.163</td>
<td>-0.244</td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td>-0.275</td>
<td>-0.263</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tmean-CF</td>
<td>0.397</td>
<td>0.332</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>0.657</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>-0.169</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tran-FE</td>
<td>-0.198</td>
<td>-0.204</td>
<td>0.474</td>
<td>-0.331</td>
<td>-0.311</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain-FE</td>
<td>0.397</td>
<td>0.481</td>
<td>-0.621</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>0.478</td>
<td>-0.032</td>
<td>-0.548</td>
<td>-0.389</td>
<td>-0.058</td>
<td>-0.468</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sdur-M</td>
<td>-0.608</td>
<td>-0.636</td>
<td>-0.125</td>
<td>-0.613</td>
<td>-0.498</td>
<td>-0.296</td>
<td>0.790</td>
<td>-0.122</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>-0.338</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Tmean-A: annual mean temperature; Tacc10: ≥ 10°C annual accumulated temperature; Tmean1: mean temperature in January; Tmin1: mean minimum temperature in January (Tmin1); Prec-A: annual precipitation; Rain-FE: rainy days during the fruit-expanding period; Sdur: annual sunshine duration; Sdur-M: sunshine duration during the mature period; Tmean7: mean temperature in July; Tmean-LE: mean temperature during the leaf-expansion period; Tmean-CF: daily mean temperature during the critical flowering period (from middle April to early June); Tran-FE: daily temperature range during the fruit-expanding period.
[35], the climate suitable regions for lemon planting in Sichuan Province are identified. Finally, according to the sensitive characteristic curve output by the MaxEnt software, the suitable ranges of each dominant climate factor in different climate suitable regions are determined.

**Ecological Suitability Analysis Method**

Based on the comprehensive consideration of the influence of climate factors, soil factors and terrain factors on the growth distribution of lemon, and combined with the weight of each factor, the distribution model of ecological suitability regionalization of lemon planting in Sichuan Province is established.

Since the regionalization indexes are divided into three categories of climate, soil and terrain, by referring to the research on the refined regionalization of ecological suitability of lemon planting in Yunnan Province [2] and combined with the actual situation of lemon planting in Sichuan Province [25], the weight of each index is assigned as follows. The weight is set to 0.7 for climate indexes (0.14 for the mean temperature in July, 0.14 for the annual mean temperature, 0.14 for the sunshine duration during the mature period, 0.14 for ≥10ºC accumulated temperature, 0.14 for the average minimum temperature in January), 0.2 for soil indexes (0.1 for the soil types and 0.1 for the soil pH value), and 0.1 for terrain indexes (0.05 for the slope aspect and 0.05 for the slope).

On this basis, the regionalization model is established as follows.

\[
P = \sum_{i=1}^{j} q_i A_i
\]

where \( P \) represents the score of regionalization model, \( q_i \) represents the regionalization index, \( A_i \) represents the corresponding weight of each regionalization index, and \( j \) represents the total number of regionalization indexes.

**Refined Ecological Suitability Regionalization**

Based on the MaxEnt model, the climatic suitability regionalization is obtained through the analysis of climatic factors. Furthermore, by using the ArcGIS software, the terrain suitability regionalization and soil suitability regionalization are obtained through the analysis of terrain data and soil data. Then, the raster data are calculated and classified according to section 1.4.2, and the refined ecological suitability regionalization map is finally obtained [36-38].

**Results and Discussion**

**Climatic Suitability Analysis**

**Accuracy Evaluation of Initial Model Simulation**

The results show that the area under curve (AUC) based on potential climatic factors is 0.964 (Table 2, Fig. S1), that is, the accuracy of the initial model reaches the “excellent” level, indicating that the model can be used to simulate the potential distribution of lemon planting in Sichuan Province.

**Selection Analysis of Dominant Climatic Factors**

Table 3 shows that the contribution rates of eight climate factors mean temperature in July, daily temperature range during the fruit-expanding period, sunshine duration during the mature period, annual precipitation, average minimum temperature in January, annual mean temperature, ≥10ºC annual accumulated temperature, and rainy days during the fruit-expanding period) to the modeling are 52.7%, 16.6%, 10.1%, 7.5%, 4.6%, 4.3%, 1.6% and 1.5%, respectively. The cumulative contribution rate reaches 98.9%, which is significantly higher than the other four climatic factors. Among them, the permutation importance of daily temperature range and rainy days during the fruit-expanding period, average minimum temperature in January, annual mean temperature, ≥10ºC annual accumulated temperature and rainy days during the fruit-expanding period) to the modeling are 52.7%, 16.6%, 10.1%, 7.5%, 4.6%, 4.3%, 1.6% and 1.5%, respectively. The cumulative contribution rate reaches 98.9%, which is significantly higher than the other four climatic factors. Among them, the permutation importance of daily temperature range and rainy days during the fruit-expanding period, average minimum temperature in January, annual mean temperature, annual precipitation,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential climatic factors</th>
<th>Contribution rate (%)</th>
<th>Permutation importance (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tmean7</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tran-FE</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>59.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sdur-M</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prec-A</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tmin1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tmean-A</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tacc10</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain-FE</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sdur</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tmean-CF</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tmean-LE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tmean1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Contribution rate and permutation importance of climatic factors to model simulations.
mean temperature in July and sunshine duration during
the mature period are 59.4%, 9%, 8.8%, 8.5%, 6.3%,
3% and 3%, respectively, which play an important role
in the modeling process.

Fig. 2 shows that the training gain of annual mean
temperature exceeds 1.4, which contributes the most
to the lemon planting distribution. The climatic factors
of average minimum temperature in January, ≥10ºC
annual accumulated temperature, sunshine duration
during the mature period and mean temperature in July
all have a training score of exceeding 1.2, which are of
great importance for the distribution of lemon planting.
Therefore, the abovementioned climatic factors (annual
mean temperature, average minimum temperature in
January, ≥10ºC annual accumulated temperature,
the sunshine duration during the mature period and
the mean temperature in July) are determined as the
dominant climatic factors affecting the distribution of
lemon planting.

According to the extracted dominant climatic
factors, the MaxEnt model is used to reconstruct the
simulation model for potential distribution of lemon
planting in Sichuan Province. Table 2 shows that the
AUC of the model based on dominant climatic factors
reaches 0.938, that is, the accuracy of the simulation
result reaches the “excellent” standard, indicating that
this reconstructed model can be used to simulate the
potential distribution of lemon planting in Sichuan
Province.

Various factors including the climate, soil, terrain,
hydrology, biology and human activities affect the
distribution of species. The representativeness and
integrity of selected environmental variables are the
keys to determine the accuracy of evaluation results of
the MaxEnt model. However, the correlations among
environmental variables will introduce redundant
information that makes the model more complex,
resulting in unpredictable deviations in the simulation
results. Based on the Spearman correlation analysis,
pairwise environmental variables with correlation
coefficient greater than 0.8, low biological significance
and low contribution rate are eliminated, which can
effectively avoid the above problems.

Analysis of Dominant Climatic Factors Affecting
the Lemon Planting Distribution

The response curves in Fig. 3 show that the
probability distribution curves of five dominant climatic
factors present only one peak, which are all in accord
with the Poisson distribution. The appropriate value
of mean temperature in July is 26-28ºC, and the most
appropriate value is 27ºC. When the mean temperature
in July ranges between 26ºC and 27ºC, the distribution
probability of lemon planting increases with the mean
temperature in July, and it decreases with the increase of
mean temperature in July when it is between 27ºC and
28ºC. The appropriate value of annual mean temperature
is 17-19ºC, with the most appropriate value being 18ºC.
When the annual mean temperature is between 17ºC
and 18ºC, the distribution probability of lemon planting
increases with the increase of annual mean temperature,
and decreases with the increase of annual mean
temperature when it is between 18ºC and 19ºC. The
appropriate value of the average minimum temperature
in January is 4–6ºC, with the most appropriate value being 5ºC.
When the average minimum temperature in January ranges between 4ºC and 5ºC, the distribution
probability of lemon planting increases with its
increase, and decreases with its increase when it is
between 5ºC and 6ºC. The appropriate value of ≥10ºC
annual accumulated temperature is 5600-6200ºC, and
the most appropriate value is 5900°C. When ≥10ºC
annual accumulated temperature is between 5600ºC

Fig. 2. Importance of environmental variables to lemon by jackknife analysis. Blue bar represents the regularized training gain for models
using a single variable only, while green represents the jackknife without that single variable.
and 5900ºC, the distribution probability of lemon planting increases with its increase, and decreases with its increase when it is between 5900ºC and 6200ºC. The appropriate value of sunshine duration during the mature period is 60–102 hours, and the most appropriate value is 90 hours. When the sunshine duration during the mature period is between 60 hours and 90 hours, the distribution probability of lemon planting increases with its increase, and decreases with its increase when it is between 90 hours and 102 hours.

Lemon is the most cold-intolerant species in citrus fruit trees. It prefers the climate of warm winter and cool summer, and requires the annual mean temperature above 17ºC and the coldest monthly mean temperature above 6.5ºC [2, 39]. Through the MaxEnt model, it is found that the environment with annual mean temperature lower than 17ºC and the minimum temperature in January lower than 4ºC is not conducive to the existence of lemon. The increases of annual mean temperature and the minimum temperature in January can significantly increase the existence probability of lemon, indicating that low temperature would significantly reduce the distribution probability of lemon, which is consistent with the cold-intolerant growth habit of lemon. The predictions in this study show that the most suitable regions for lemon planting in Sichuan Province are mainly distributed between 29.2°N and 31.3°N. This region belongs to warm subtropical climate, with warm winter and small annual temperature differences, which is highly consistent with the habit of preferring warm winter and cool summer for lemon. It also indicates the accuracy and scientificity of suitable planting areas predicted by the MaxEnt model.

Fig. 3. Curves of the suitability probability for lemon planting under different climatic conditions, that is, sensitive characteristic curves exported by the MaxEnt model. (A): mean minimum temperature in January (Tmin1), (B): mean temperature in July (Tmean7), (C): ≥10ºC annual accumulated temperature (Tacc10), (D) annual mean temperature (Tmean-A), (E): sunshine duration during the mature period (Sdur-M).
Climate Suitability Regionalization of Lemon Planting in Sichuan Province Based on the MaxEnt Model’s Simulation

Based on the simulation results from the reconstructed MaxEnt model by the dominant climatic factors, the predicted potential distribution of lemon planting are divided into regions with different suitability grades by referring to the classification standard of climatic suitability.

The results in Fig. 4 show that the highly suitable climatic regions for lemon planting have the characteristic of concentrated distribution, with the land area of about 94,000 km², accounting for 20% of the land area of Sichuan Province. Highly suitable regions are mainly distributed in Neijiang City, Ziyang City, Meishan City, Suining City, Nanchong City and Guangan City. While other highly suitability regions are dispersedly distributed in Leshan City, Ya’an City, Yibin City, Chengdu City, Mianyang City, Deyang City, Panzhihua City, etc. The results in Fig. 4 show that the highly suitable climatic regions for lemon planting have the characteristic of concentrated distribution, with the land area of about 94,000 km², accounting for 20% of the land area of Sichuan Province. Highly suitable regions are mainly distributed in Neijiang City, Ziyang City, Meishan City, Suining City, Nanchong City and Guangan City. While other highly suitability regions are dispersedly distributed in Leshan City, Ya’an City, Yibin City, Chengdu City, Mianyang City, Deyang City, Panzhihua City, etc. In the main producing counties for lemon in Sichuan Province, the area sizes of highly suitable regions are Neijiang City, Ziyang City, Guangan City, Nanchong City, Meishan City and Zigong City in a descending order.

The moderately suitable climate region for lemon planting cover a wide range with a large north-south span. Among them, the moderately suitable climate regions show a concentrated distribution in the north part, which are slightly scattered in the south. The land area of moderately suitable climate regions is about 58,000 km², accounting for 12% of the total of Sichuan Province. They cover most areas in Suining City, Neijiang City and Zigong City, as well as Dazhou City, Guangan City, Nanchong City, Luzhou City and Yibin City. The area sizes of moderately suitable regions are Suining City, Neijiang City, Zigong City, Nanchong City, Dazhou City, Guang’an City, Luzhou City and Yibin City in a descending order. The moderately suitable climate region surrounds the highly suitable climate regions closely (Fig. 4).

Most areas in the eastern Sichuan Province are slightly suitable regions for lemon planting, covering a large area. Meanwhile, a small part in the southern and areas scattered in central Sichuan Province are also included. The land area of slightly suitable regions is about 39,000 km², accounting for 8% of the total of Sichuan Province. The regions of more than half of the Panzhihua City in the southern Sichuan are slightly suitable for lemon planting. In addition, the southwestern part of Liangshan Yi Autonomous Prefecture connecting to the above regions is also slightly suitable. In the eastern part of Sichuan Province, the slightly suitable regions with a circular distribution are mainly concentrated in Guang’an City, Dazhou City, Bazhong City, Nanchong City, Guangyuan City, Mianyang City, Deyang City, Chengdu City, Meishan City, Leshan City, Yibin City and Luzhou City in an anticlockwise direction. Besides, the slightly suitable regions are also scattered in parts of the central Ya’an City and the eastern Liangshan Yi Autonomous Prefecture (Fig. 4).

Most areas of both the northern and western Sichuan as well as parts of the southern Sichuan are unsuitable for lemon planting, with the land area of about 290,000 km², accounting for 60% of the total of Sichuan Province. The western Sichuan Plateau is also not suitable for the lemon planting due to the low temperature, more frost and snow as well as less rainfall, especially the extremely low temperature in winter.
Besides, the mountainous area in northern Sichuan is not suitable for lemon planting due to the cold winter and cool summer, where natural disasters especially drought and flood frequently occur. Considering the actual geographical distribution and the weight of each climatic factor affecting the lemon planting, the soil and terrain suitability analysis is no longer carried out for unsuitable climatic regions (Fig. 4).

Previous studies on lemon are mostly focused on physiological and biochemical characteristics [40-42], variety selective breeding [43, 44], disease and pest control [45-47], etc. However, relatively little research have been made on its large-scale potential geographical distribution and niche analysis. The MaxEnt is a prediction model based on the maximum entropy principle, which believes that the thing with the maximum entropy is closest to its real state under known conditions. With the species distribution and environmental data as the input, the model can find the maximum entropy of species distribution rules, so that the potential distribution of species can be predicted. It has already been widely used in the prediction of potential distribution of biological species. Petitpierre et al. [48] applied the niche model to verify the niche conservation of invasive species, and found that the MaxEnt software is an effective tool for this study and it is suitable for analyzing the relationship between the geographical distribution of species and the climate. Elith et al. [49] compared the simulation performances of various niche models, and revealed that the MaxEnt model has the highest prediction accuracy among the 16 models. Therefore, in this study the MaxEnt model is selected as the simulation software to predict the potential distribution of lemon in Sichuan, and the influence of environmental variables on its distribution is analyzed.

The predicted potential geographical distribution of species based on the MaxEnt model mainly involves the geographical distribution information of species and the corresponding climatic data, so the data quality will have a certain impact on the simulation results [50-52]. On the one hand, the distribution sites collected through field investigations are often areas easily accessible, and the distribution information recorded in literature and specimen databases may also have problems such as old age, inconsistency and unclear latitude and longitude coordinates, which will affect the simulation accuracy. On the other hand, factors such as human disturbance, ecological factors, species evolution ability, diffusion ability and interspecific competition will directly or indirectly affect the simulation results. Studies have shown that the sampling range and sample capacity are the critical factors to determine the reliability of the simulation results of species distribution model [11, 53]. The larger the sample capacity and the wider the sampling area, the more information about the relationship between species and environment will be obtained, and the higher the estimation accuracy of the species distribution model will be [54, 55]. In this study, the distribution data of lemon planting in Sichuan is obtained by field investigation, querying the species distribution database and consulting relevant literatures, which can not only represent the habitat in its distribution area, but also avoid the biases of simulation results caused by sample problems. This study shows that the AUC values of the MaxEnt model based on potential climatic factors and dominant climatic factors are 0.964 and 0.938, respectively, indicating that the prediction results reach a very accurate level, and thus the model can be well applied for the prediction of lemon geographical distribution.

Soil Suitability Analysis

The distribution of soil texture in Sichuan Province is shown in Fig. 5a). The soil textures of regions in red and orange are loam, clay, sandy loam and clay loam. The soil with these textures is suitable for lemon planting, mainly distributed in Dazhou City, Bazhong City, Guangyuan City, Nanchong City, Mianyang City, Deyang City, Suining City, Chengdu City, Ziyang City, Neijiang City, Yibin City, Zigong City, Leshan City and Luzhou City. However, the sandy soil is not suitable for lemon planting, which is concentrated in borer areas of multiple cities, including Guangyuan City, Bazhong City, Mianyang City, Deyang City, Chengdu City, Ya'an City, Leshan City and the Panzhihua City.

The distribution of soil pH value in Sichuan Province is shown in Fig. 5b). The regions with strongly acidic soil (soil pH ≤5.5) suitable for lemon planting are scattered in every city, mainly concentrated in Ya'an City, Leshan City, Neijiang City, Luzhou City and Panzhihua City. The area with soil pH between 5.5 and 6.5 is sub-suitable for lemon planting, with relatively continuous distribution in Ya'an City, Mianyang City, Deyang City, Meishan City and Leshan City. The regions with neutral or alkaline soil (soil pH>6.5) which are not suitable for lemon planting are mainly distributed in the basin margin.

Fig. 5c) shows the comprehensive regionalization of soil suitability for lemon planting in Sichuan Province. The highly suitable regions are mainly distributed in central Sichuan Basin, where the soil texture is mainly loam and clay with soil pH≤5.5. The sandy loam and clay loam with pH values ≤5.5 in borer areas of multiple cities (Bazhong City, Dazhou City, Ya'an City, Yibin City and Luzhou City) are moderately suitable for lemon planting. Other regions are slightly suitable or unsuitable for lemon planting due to unsatisfied soil and pH conditions.

Terrain Suitability Analysis

The slope distribution in Sichuan Province is shown in Fig. 6a). As for lemon planting, the area with gentle slopes of 0°-25° is suitable, the area with slopes of 25°-30° is sub-suitable, and the area with slopes greater than 30° is not suitable. The western parts of Sichuan
Province are mostly plateau or mountainous regions with high altitudes, while the eastern part is basin area. The regions with slopes of 0°-25° are mainly concentrated in the basin area of eastern Sichuan Province, including Guangyuan City, Bazhong City, Dazhou City, Deyang City, Nanchong City, Guang'an City, Mianyang City, Suining City, Chengdu City, Ziyang City, Meishan City, Neijiang City, Leshan City, Zigong City, Yibin City and Luzhou City.

Fig. 6b) gives the distribution of slope aspects in Sichuan Province. The regions with the aspects towards the south and the east (shaded in red and orange) are suitable for lemon planting. The sunshine duration on these slopes will be longer, which will promote the lemon growth, while the slope with aspect toward the north is not suitable for lemon planting. Overall, the slopes with the aspects towards the south, east-west and north are evenly distributed in every city of Sichuan Province.

Comprehensive terrain suitability regionalization of lemon planting in Sichuan Province in Fig. 6c) shows that the highly suitable and moderately suitable regions have gentle slopes facing southward or east-westward, mainly concentrated in the basin area of eastern Sichuan Province and in Panzhihua City as well. The moderately suitable and slightly suitable regions are mainly distributed in the border area of the basin, with relatively continuous distribution, where the slope aspect and slope conditions are not favorable for lemon planting.

Fig. 5. Soil suitability analysis of lemon planting in Sichuan Province. a) Distribution data of soil texture, b) Distribution data of soil PH, c) Distribution data of comprehensive soil suitability.

Fig. 7 shows the ecological suitability regionalization of lemon planting in Sichuan Province. The ecological suitability of lemon planting in Sichuan Province is classified into highly suitable, moderately suitable, slightly suitable and unsuitable grades. The area for region of each grade is obtained through the area calculation tool in the ArcGIS software.

The highly suitable regions with an area of 29,000 km² are mainly concentrated in Guang’an City, Nanchong City, Suining City, Ziyang City, Neijiang City and Zigong City. Some regions scattered in basin areas are also included. In addition, there are also some highly suitable sites in Panzhihua City for lemon planting. The area of moderately suitable region is 39,000 km², with most regions distributed in the mountainous areas of the eastern basin, such as Guang’an City, Dazhou City, Suining City and Zigong City. The slightly
suitable regions with an area of 67,000 km² are mainly concentrated in central Sichuan, surrounding the highly suitable and moderately suitable regions. The unsuitable region covers an area of 53,000 km², mainly concentrated in the plateau and mountainous regions of western and northern Sichuan.

Currently, the lemons in Sichuan Province are mainly planted in Anyue County of Ziyang City,
with the highest ranked yield and planting area in China. Prediction and analysis on the suitability of lemon planting in the target area before introduction can not only avoid the problems of single species and susceptible to plant diseases and insect pests due to the lack of reasonable planning, but also help to optimize the lemon industrial structure, which is of practical significance for scientific layout and avoiding the loss caused by blind introduction. The prediction results in this study show that the most suitable regions for lemon planting in Sichuan Province are mainly located in Guang’an City, Nanchong City, Suiyang City, Ziyang City, Neijiang City and Zigong City, which is highly consistent with the current situation that Ziyang City is the main production area of lemon in Sichuan. This study also indicates that lemon can be introduced to other regions in Sichuan except the Anyue City according to the local conditions. For Anyue City, the planting scale should be appropriately controlled, focusing on improving the quality and economic benefits.

According to different climate scenarios released by IPCC, the geographical distribution of fruit trees in the future can be estimated, which can provide a scientific theoretical reference for the introduction, promotion and planting layout of fruit trees. Wang et al. used MaxEnt model to simulate the geographical distribution of *Actinidia chinensis* in China under the future RCP scenario, which provided a critical reference for its plantation pattern and countermeasure to cope with climate change in China [56]. Fan et al. compared the changes of geographical distribution of *Rosa roxburghii* in China in current, 2050s and 2070s under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios based on MaxEnt [57]. There are many environmental factors affecting the growth and distribution of fruit trees, such as climate, soil type, vegetation type, topographic factor, variety type, biotic interactions and human activities [58-60]. In addition to climate variables, the future changes of most other variables cannot be evaluated quantitatively at present. Therefore, in order to reduce the complexity of the model, this study did not simulate the changes of lemon geographical distribution in the future. In the next work, we should focus on the interaction between target species and other factors, the lag phenomenon of species distribution on climate change, the change of soil and vegetation types and the impact of human activities, so as to evaluate the effects of climate change on lemon distribution.

Conclusions

Phenotypic plasticity and local adaptability are important factors affecting the geographical distribution of species, and how to combine them with SDM is the key to improve the prediction ability of the model. Garzón et al. incorporated plasticity and local adaptation into a SDM by calibrating models of tree survivorship with adaptive traits in provenance trials, and they confirmed the importance of considering adaptive traits when predicting species distributions [61]. Stahl et al. explained the climate ranges of 250 North American tree species distributed from the boreal to the subtropics using five key plant functional traits, and the result showed that the implementation of trait-based climatic constraints has the potential to predict both range shifts and ecosystem consequences on a more functional basis [62]. In this study, due to the lack of experimental data, phenotypic plasticity and local adaptability cannot be embedded into climate variables, which needs further improvement. However, the regionalization analysis of ecological suitability of lemon planting in Sichuan Province combines the three factors of climate, soil and terrain. Through the combination of the MaxEnt model and the ArcGIS technology, an intuitive and analyzable suitability regionalization map is formed. Compared with previous studies on the lemon suitability regionalization, the influencing factors considered in this study are more comprehensive, the regional scope is wider, and the analysis results are more detailed and intuitive. This not only avoids the problems of single species and weak resistance to plant diseases and insect pests due to the lack of reasonable planning, but also helps to optimize the industrial structure of lemon for effective and reasonable planting. The deficiency of this study is that the results can only represent area with similar environmental conditions as the study region. However, as the distribution of lemon planting is also affected by social and economic needs, improvement of agricultural conditions, humanities, genetic variation of lemon fruit and other factors, there may be some deviations between the predicted results and the actual situations. Based on the prediction results in this study, lemon can be planted in highly and moderately suitable regions to verify the predicted results in the future.
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